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By Susan Cooper 

 

 

 

About the Book  

 

Isn’t the dark always rising? Susan Cooper’s classic fantasy, since the moment it was written, 

continues to seem grounded in the events happening at the moment. In the pages of this novel, 

readers will discover a rich mythological world. Celtic lore, Arthurian legends, ancient quests, 

and more fill this story. Yet the comparisons to the events of our own world are this novel’s 

source of power. 

 

When one is eleven years old, childhood is beginning to fade, but the world of adults seems just 

out of reach. The Dark Is Rising is about that moment when we tenuously grasp that ring and 

attempt to pull ourselves into our own futures. Will is the seventh son of a seventh son. On his 

eleventh birthday, Will is given an odd gift: he is entrusted with the responsibility of helping to 

protect the world from the forces of the Dark. Will chooses to begin his quest of collecting the 

resources, the six signs, that will allow him to hold the Dark at bay and save the world.  

 

Curriculum Connections: Reading, Writing, and Researching 

 

This guide has been written in alignment with the Common Core State Standards:  

(RL.6.1–RL.6.9) 

 

Prereading Activities 

 

1. The title of this book is The Dark Is Rising. Before reading, have students respond to what 

they think the title implies. Do this with a class discussion and/or with a ten-to-fifteen minute 

written reflection. Afterward, have a discussion deconstructing what we mean by dark. We want 

this discussion to add to the enjoyment of the book and recognize that we live in a big world. 

Students of color will see many representations of dark equals bad. Some may feel excluded by 

this representation. White students will often not be aware of Black literary criticism (an 

excellent resource for teachers is Lois Tyson’s Critical Theory Today: A User-Friendly Guide). 

Sort this out from the start and before beginning the book, so that the story will be much more 

enjoyable for everyone. 

 

2. Discuss what we mean by fantasy, mythology (including Celtic and Norse), legend, quests, 

Arthurian legend, etc. Make a chart of all the various myths and legends that we recognize. As a 

class, develop a working definition of the various terms. In this discussion, a useful guiding 

question may be: Why do people find knowledge of mythology useful and even essential for 

intelligent citizens? 

 



 

 

3. This novel makes extensive use of foreshadowing. Before reading, develop a class definition 

of foreshadowing and share examples of this device from a wide variety of sources, including 

picture books, novels, videos, and movies. Of course, reviewing basic concepts of metaphor, 

simile, mood, point of view, and other devices are also useful exercises.  

 

4. The Dark Is Rising is the second book of a five book series. Explore with the class various 

series they have read or may know about. Make sure to cover the concept of stand-alone books in 

a series. Many students may have an aversion to reading the second book in a series before 

reading the first book. The easy solution to this is to have the students go ahead and read Over 

Sea, Under Stone. However, these books may be read in any order without a problem. Compare 

these books to a series such as The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien in which readers must 

read the three books in order for the story to make sense and must read all three books for the 

story to finish.  

 

5. This novel has three parts: The Finding, The Learning, and The Testing. Before reading the 

novel, predict what you believe the author intends by naming these three parts as she did. 

  
Discussion Questions  

The following questions may be used as reflective writing prompts or they may be used as 

targeted questions for class discussion and reflection.  

 

1. On the first page of The Dark Is Rising, we meet our protagonist, Will. Why do you think 

author Susan Cooper names her main character Will? Some online searches suggest that Cooper 

named Will after William Shakespeare. If so, why? And is that the only reason for the name? 

How does the name Will influence our opinion of what Cooper is doing in this novel? 

 

2. Will is placed in charge of making sure that evil does not prevail. Evil in fantasy always seems 

to involve fighting wars and battles against other people. In real life, we often speak of our own 

wars as a battle between good and evil. And yet when we speak with the warring factions, each 

side labels the other evil. Is evil real or is it just another way of saying that we profoundly 

disagree with others? Cite evidence of places in the text where Cooper suggests very specific 

examples of evil. 

 

3. Farmer Dawson gives Will a metal circle and warns him to always keep it with him and not to 

talk about it. Eventually Will must collect five more similar objects. Do you have any sort of 

lucky charm such as a rabbit's foot, horseshoe, four-leaf clover, or wishbone? If you do, explain 

why you think it works. Regardless of your personal beliefs, why do so many folks own objects 

such as these? How serious do you think they are about the power of these charms? Does it make 

a difference if the object is a cross, rosary, ankh, aum, pentagram, chai, etc.? Many people will 

object to having religious symbols referred to as lucky charms and many people will use 

religious icons as if they were nothing more than that. When does a charm move into religious 

icon territory? Is there a way to discuss faith and skepticism politely? 

 

4. Will loves sleeping in the attic. Do you have a place that always makes you feel safe? How 

does your unique spot (if applicable) differ from a church or mosque or temple or shrine or other 

sacred spaces? Are there any places that for whatever reasons, always make you feel uneasy? 



 

 

Why or why not? Has your spot ever felt not safe? If so, what caused the change? What did 

happen or would have to happen to make the space feel safe again? Make note of the places in 

the book where Will feels safe and where he feels threatened. Does any place feel both safe and 

unsafe? Do you have any personal spaces like this? 

 

5. Will is eleven years old and has been given the responsibility of keeping the world safe. Are 

there any huge problems today that you would give to an eleven-year-old to solve? What about 

problems you think you could solve? Think of a major problem in the world today. If you were 

the ultimate authority, how would this problem get solved? Now think of a big problem in the 

world long ago that no longer exists today. How did the problem get solved?  

 

6. Suppose Will had said to Merriman Lyon, “You are older, wiser, more powerful, and have a 

ton more experience than I do. YOU save the world!” Why does this story world need Will? 

What would Merriman say to Will?   

 

7. Hawkin (the Walker) and Herne the Hunter both make very poor first impressions. If one were 

to meet folks like this in real life, one might ignore them and not engage with them. How can 

people overcome unfavorable first impressions, fear of the unknown, or the quirks of others, in 

order to appreciate people with whom they may have very little in common? 

 

8. Will meets the Old Ones and travels back in time on several occasions. What does time travel 

do for this story? Predict what you believe Cooper imagined by moving back and forth in time so 

often. Will even visits the same places he knows in present day, hundreds of years earlier. 

Compare these places in the present versus five hundred years earlier. Did you notice any 

changes in the Old Ones when the story shifted time periods? Compare and contrast these 

characters over time. What happens to Will after going back in time?  

 

9. The Old Ones are rather mysterious. They seem to read Will's thoughts. They tell him that he 

has a gift that he does not know how to use. And after giving him a taste of telepathy, Merriman 

tells him that his gift is a burden. Earlier we asked why the Old Ones don't just save the world 

without Will. Now consider what the other Old Ones could be doing to prevent the Dark from 

rising, other than training Will.  

 

10. Will is the seventh son of a seventh son. What is the range of years possible from the very 

first son in the very first family until Will is born? Research what literature says about why the 

seventh son of a seventh son is such a good omen. On the first page of the story, James begins by 

saying, “Too many!” James is referring to the number of children in his family. James, perhaps, 

would not necessarily agree that the seventh son is such a good omen. Do you? Do you come 

from a big family? Do you know anyone who is a real life seventh son, or seventh child?  

 

11. What are the six signs that Will must collect to save the world? All six are required. Why? 

What significance do you place on each of the signs? Write a short synopsis predicting what 

would happen should just one of the signs be missing. Would the results be different depending 

on which sign is missing? We also know that these six signs are themselves part of the four 

Things of Power, which include a grail, a crystal sword, and a golden harp. Speculate on what 

these four items signify and how they will go on to influence the following books in this series.  



 

 

 

12. The antagonist is the Rider. Was the Rider ever a young boy? Antagonists often do not get 

much of a backstory. How does the Rider develop off the page that brings him to life in this 

book? What is it that motivates the Rider? Antagonists are often among the more interesting 

characters. If you were ranking characters from favorite to least favorite, where would the Rider 

be in your ranking? Explain the position of each of the characters. What do you like or not like 

about each of the characters? Think of other books you have read, and discuss which characters 

remind you of the characters in this book. 

 

13. What does this book do well? Would you make any changes? What do you think will happen 

in the next books in the series? 

 

Extension Activities  

 

1. Glossary: Write brief annotations of: 

• Celtic mythology  

• Norse mythology 

• Arthurian legend 

• Book of Gramarye 

• Magic, including “Wild Magic” 

 

Consolidate the various student definitions and create a class glossary. Add other terms, places, 

characters, etc. Then assign teams of students to add page number references of all the textual 

evidence relevant to the glossary term.  

 

2. Using your personal history: In her Margaret Edwards Award acceptance speech, Susan 

Cooper says, “I was about thirty-five, I had two small American children, and I certainly didn’t 

want to move, but I was homesick just the same. The kind of homesickness that the Welsh call 

hiraeth, longing. So I answered my longing in the book, by putting my hero Will Stanton into my 

childhood, into the countryside of Buckinghamshire in which I’d grown up. 

Every inch of the book was home.”  

 

She continues to relate various events in the book to what she knew as a child. Think about your 

own home and neighborhood. Is your town and upbringing a fantasy? Mystery? Verse novel? 

Realistic fiction? Pick a few different genres and describe your home at age eleven as if it were 

the setting for a book. Choose the genre that seems best suited for depicting your hometown and 

the genre that seems least likely to represent your home at age eleven. Describe with words, art, 

music, drama, digital presentation, and/or artifacts. 

 

3. Setting the Mood: Cooper uses poetry, music, and musical references throughout this novel. 

Challenge your students to select music to go with a video they create or a slide show that 

captures the mood of the following. (Note: feel free to also select scenes of your own. Also, 

students interested in composing could try writing music for the various songs and poems quoted 

in the novel.) 

• Will noticing the rabbits’ and birds’ behavior in the opening chapter 

• The opening of the second chapter, Midwinter Day 



 

 

• When Will meets the Old Ones  

• The room housing the Book of Gramarye 

• The section of the Betrayal chapter in which Hawkin betrays Merriman 

• From the Hawk in the Dark chapter in which Will confronts the Rider 

• Music from the hunt rides and the joining of the signs 

 

Have students write a justification for all pictures or video and the music that accompanies this 

material, citing text references that support the justification. Educators, you may wish to add 

criteria stipulating limits on the type, frequency, and variety of music (e.g. “No more than one 

song per artist; no repeating the same song without discussing with me first; you must use at 

least three different types of music; make sure to credit all musicians.”). Be sure to cover how 

music, poetry, video, etc., change the ways we perceive the text, if applicable. 

 

4. I knew it—foreshadowing!: From the prereading activities, the class should have a beginning 

(or better) understanding of foreshadowing. Have the class keep a log of all the examples of 

foreshadowing that they find in the novel with the page numbers. The log should include a brief 

description or explanation of what the examples suggests about future events. 

 

5. Character Study: “‘The lady is very old,’ she said in her clear young voice, ‘and has in her 

time had many, many names. Perhaps it would be best for now, Will, if you were to go on 

thinking of me as—the old lady.’” 

 

Speculate on some of the names the old lady may have had, and write poems or short character 

sketches for each of the names. Make sure to include events in your writing that would explain 

why she thinks it best to remain secretive about revealing this information to Will. 

 

6. Online Profiles: Ask students to select several characters from The Dark Is Rising and design 

an online profile for each. What would the character include on his or her profile? Who would 

they follow? What would be in their photo gallery? What quotes would they use? Any 

relationships? What links would they have? Using the text, justify the choices made for each 

character, being careful to include the page numbers of the text supporting your justification. 

You may even wish to create class Facebook (or other social media) accounts for each of these 

characters, including profile pictures and cover pictures that class members could draw or create. 

 

7. Twitter/Text Message Feed: Select at least two scenes from each of the three sections (a total 

of six—or more) and imagine that three of your friends, your parents, your teacher, someone 

from a neighborhood church, someone liberal, someone conservative, are sending tweets or text 

messages live, reacting to what is happening in the story. Create the Twitter feed or the text 

thread from this diverse group of people. Feel free to create your own feed participants, but make 

sure that these participants represent a wide range of ideas. Be sure to include enough textual 

evidence (in proper sequence) so that we know where we are in the book.  

 

8. Signs of You: We travel back in time hundreds of years in this book looking for six signs that 

represent essential elements. Five hundred years from now, what would be the six most 

important artifacts that represent your story? Create a museum exhibit of you with six items (or 



 

 

representations of items) that would be in your museum. Make the museum sign, graphics, and 

text that explain why each artifact describes you.   

 

9. Editorial on Darkness: Readers understand from the novel that the Dark is rising. It is evil. 

But while there are battles with the Rider and his emissaries, there’s no overt objective for the 

evil. What exactly does evil mean? Write an editorial from the point of view of various 

characters (including the Rider) defining and condemning the specific evil actions and 

manifestations of evil as suggested by the text. Include footnotes, citing the page numbers.  

Create a mock trial using classmates as the Rider (defendant), judge, prosecutor, defense 

attorney, jury, and various witnesses (characters from the book). Create the charges against the 

Rider from the text, as well as the defense arguments. Have the prosecutor present the case 

against the Rider, with the defense allowed to cross-examine witnesses. Then have the defense 

attorney present the defense. Each side presents a closing argument and the class (the jury) votes.  

 

10. Awards: The Dark Is Rising was a Newbery Honor book in 1974. It was the only honor book 

chosen that year. The Newbery winner was Paula Fox’s Slave Dancer. Have interested students 

read Slave Dancer and report on whether or not they agree with the award committee’s decision. 

What other books were published in 1973 that would have been eligible for the 1974 Newbery? 

Are there any titles students still recognize? 

 

11. Playlist: Similar to the #3 activity, create a playlist of music to listen to that captures the feel 

of The Dark Is Rising. Try to create the playlist sequentially to match the book. Perhaps make 

three playlists—one for The Finding, one for The Learning, and one for The Testing. Write a 

brief rationale sharing how each song fits into the book. Review with the class the proper way to 

cite music sources and make sure that students understand how to list the songs so that credit is 

given to the artist or the songwriter, and the recording company.   

 

12. Verb Poems: Have students reach into a hat and pull out the name of a character without 

showing anyone else. The student then must put together a poem using only verbs. The student 

reads the poem to the class and the class attempts to guess the character. Make teams. Make up a 

point scale (including deductions for words that are not verbs). Have some fun. Do it again with 

adjectives or nouns. Cooper uses songs and poems throughout the book. Encourage students to 

use verbs or adjectives from the text as much as possible. Discuss the ways in which these songs 

and poems add meaning to the text. In other words, why did Cooper include so many of them? 

 

13. Future Characters: Have students think about the characters. The Old Ones will still be 

around hundreds of years from now. How does time change them? What about Will’s family and 

friends? Predict how Will changes in the rest of the series and beyond. What will his experience 

in this book prepare him to do in the next three books?  

 

14. Recommendation: Who is this book for? Who do you know that will like it? Write a 

recommendation for The Dark Is Rising to an actual person or to a prototype of the person who 

will most appreciate this fantasy novel—without any spoilers.  

 

 

 



 

 

This guide is created by Ed Spicer, a retired teacher from Allegan, Michigan. Spicer has taught 

the Graduate Young Adult Literature class for Grand Valley State University, served on the 

Printz committee, the Caldecott committee, and many other book committees for the American 

Library Association. Ed has written more than thirty curriculum guides for students of all ages.  

 

This guide, written to align with the Common Core State Standards (www.corestandards.org), is 

provided by Simon & Schuster for classroom, library, and reading group use. It may be 

reproduced in its entirety or excerpted for these purposes.  


